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Suddenly the usually calm and serene tropical waters outside Port 
Royale turn into a stormy battleground. The mighty thunder of 
cannons fired, and the fog rolling in from the open sea, surrounds 
the treasure-loaded merchant convoys as they are beset by the 
notorious pirate, Anne Bonny. With her loyal crew and swift vessel, 
she makes sure the mighty trading companies are kept honest. No 
one is guaranteed an easy passage if they carry valuables onboard.

Anne Bonny, deeply loved and admired by the islanders and local fishermen, 
but disliked and neglected by the mighty East India Company, saw her father 
being betrayed. Deceived by the same rogue captains who now command 
the merchant ships rightly belonging to the people of Port Royale. As an 
orphaned child, Anne vowed for the time when she would get her revenge 
and bring back wealth and treasures back to the ones worth it.

Wild Seas is a 5 reel slot designed for Mobile First. It brings a mix of free 
spins, wilds, sailing wilds, sticky wilds and added rewards in terms of leveling. 
Connecting paylines generate 178 ways to win and the chance to win as much 
as 178.000 coins. 

Set sail and steer your ship back to the Golden Age of Piracy!

Fire in the hole!



Two Wild Seas flag symbols anywhere on reels two and four trigger the free 
spins bonus game. One of the merchant captains present on screen is selected 
as the opponent, and replaces all other captains during the bonus game.

Break the Convoy! is the first level of the bonus game. It starts o! with a convoy 
of merchant ships covering reel five. The convoy sails one step leftwards for 
every free spin. A pirate ship landing on reel five fires its cannons at any ship on 
the same row. This damages the merchant ship and holds it back for one spin. 
Additional hits damage it even further. Three hits on a ship will sink it and reveal 
the captain's loot chest. The goal is to collect as many loot chests as possible 
before the next bonus game level – Loot the Treasures!

If no ship is sinked during Break the Convoy!, the bonus game will end when all 
merchant ships have spun away on reel one.

Bonus game
Level 1 – Break the Convoy!

Two Wild Seas flag symbols 
trigger the bonus game. One 
of the captains is selected as 
opponent.



The pirate ship 
fires a salvo on 
any merchant 
ship on the 
same row. This 
damages the 
ship and holds 
it back for one 
spin.

The merchant 
ships move 
one reel per 
spin in Break 
the Convoy!

Three hits sink a merchant ship and guarantees to start Loot the Treasures!  
– the second level of the bonus game.



The second level of the bonus game – Loot the Treasures! starts o! with free 
sticky wilds on all the locations held by captain's loot chests. The goal is to 
keep adding as many sticky wild chests as possible, and collect the combined 
treasures.

Reels two, three and four are all filled with treasure chests. Hit these and they 
open up and reveal themselves as sticky wilds. But watch out for bomb barrels 
on reel one – they're loaded with gunpowder. If hit, a barrel will explode and 
end the bonus game! A high frequency of looted treasure chests, and extra 
pirate ships added to reel 5, sets the stage for considerable sticky wild wins in 
this phase of the bonus game.

Bonus game
Level 2 – Loot the Treasures!

A chest turns into a sticky wild if hit. But watch out 
for the explosive bomb barrels on reel one!



Display modes

Portrait mode

Portrait mode is ideal for people on the move. It brings 
some additional requirements in terms of one-handed 
access. All functions and settings are accessible by 
the usage of your thumb. The navigation in portrait 
mode is well thought through and focused on vertical 
movement and touch functionality. 
All functionality is easily accessible and icons are kept 
the same to ease transition between di!erent modes.

Landscape mode

All ELK games can be played in landscape mode. 
Navigation in landscape mode is focused on horizontal 
movement and touch functionality. All functionality is 
easily accessible and icons are kept the same to ease 
transition between the di!erent modes. Simply turn 
your smartphone into your preferred mode. 

Desktop mode

Mobile First is the core functionality, yet all ELK games 
are designed to provide an equally excellent gaming 
experience on desktop. The visual presentation is 
adjusted to suit the higher resolution a desktop usually 
provides.

We believe people are di!erent, and enjoy playing di!erently. 
Therefore when playing Wild Seas, the gaming experience is flawless 
regardless of what display mode is chosen. Functionality and icons 
are kept the same to ensure recognition between the di!erent modes.

All ELK games are Mobile First and can be played on desktop as well 
as on mobile. Being Mobile First is essential since the smartphone is 
always accessible, and given the high level of hardware capabilities 
the gaming experience needs to be impressive.



General features

Betting strategies

All ELK games come with Betting strategies, 
which are highly appreciated by players 
worldwide. There are up to four unique 
strategies, which all apply to di!erent types 
of gaming behavior. (Read more about 
Betting strategies on the next page.)

Auto spin

All ELK games support Auto spin. Click the 
Auto spin button or simply hold down the 
Spin button to activate the Auto spin menu 
and choose the number of spins to run. 

Options for Auto spin may di!er due to 
di!erent regulations.



Optimizer Bets a % of balance
The bet level will be changed automatically to a 
percentage of the player’s balance. When the balance 
increases the bet level automatically follows up, and vice 
versa when the balance decreases. 

From 1% (casual player ) to 10% (high roller ) of the bet 

balance.

Leveller Raise on 5 concurrent losses 
The bet level will increase 2 steps after 5 concurrent losing 
rounds. After another 5 loosing rounds the bet level will 
increase 2 more steps.

Bet levels will be reset to base level after a winning round.

Booster Raise on loss 
The bet level will increase one step after every losing 
round until reaching 4 levels above base level (e.g 10 times 
base level ).

Bet levels will be reset to base level after a winning round.

Jumper Raise on win
The bet level will increase after every winning round until 
reaching 4 levels above base level (e.g 10 times base 
level).

Bet levels will be reset to base level after a losing round.

Betting strategies

Many players change their bet size based on the outcome of previous 
spins. ELK has introduced a new way of playing casino games with 
the launch of Betting strategies. A betting strategy is a predefined 
betting pattern that automatically changes the bet level depending 
on a chosen set of rules. A player can change or turn o! the betting 
strategy after any spin. Betting strategies work well in combination 
with Auto spin.



Wild Seas Game Data

Return to player: 96.3 %

Volatility: 5 of 10

Exposure: 1 780 x bet

Hit Frequency: 32.0 %

Max win: 178 000 coins 
(178 000 EUR)

Bet levels: 0.20-100 EUR 
or the equivalent in  
other currencies

Paylines: 178 
 
Game id: 10022 
NYX game id: 110022

 

Languages
BR Brazilian 

BG Bulgarian

CL Chilean Spanish

CZ Czech 

DA Danish 

DE German 

EN English 

ES Spanish  

FI Finnish 

GR Greek 

HU Hungarian 

IT Italian

NO Norwegian 

PL Polish 

PT Portuguese 

RO Romanian 

RU Russian 

SK Slovakian 

SV Swedish 

TH Thai 

TK Turkish 

VI Vietnamese  

ZH Chinese (simplified) 

ZH Chinese (traditional)

Currencies
AMD Armenian Dram

ARS Argentine peso 

AUD Australian dollar 

BGN Bulgarian lev 

BRL Brazilian real 

CAD Canadian dollar 

CHF Swiss franc

CLP Chilean Peso 

CNY Chinese yuan 

 
Recommended size 
and ratio for desktop 
browsers
For the optimal gaming experience, 
ELK Studios recommend launching 
the game in 1600x900 resolution.
If scaling is required, use 16:9 ratio.

Technology
Our games uses state of the art 
web technologies including support 
for canvas and WebGL. The client 
detects the capabilities of the 
device regardless if the player  
is running on a desktop, tablet  
or mobile. 

The game client will then optimize 
the gaming experience based on 
those parameters.

COP Colombian peso 

CZK Czech koruna 

DKK Danish krone 

EUR Euro 

GBP Pound sterling 

GEL Georgian lari 

HKD Hong Kong dollar 

HRK Croatian kuna 

HUF Hungarian forint 

IDR Indonesian rupiah 

INR Indian rupee 

ISK Icelandic króna 

JPY Japanese yen 

KHR Cambodian riel 

KRW South Korean won 

MMK Burmese kyat

MXN Mexican peso 

MYR Malaysian ringgit 

NOK Norwegian krone 

NZD New Zealand dollar 

PEN Peruvian Nuevo sol 

PHP Philippine peso 

PLN Polish zloty

PYG Paraguayan Guarani 

RON New Romanian leu  

RSD Serbian dinar  

RUB Russian rouble 

SEK Swedish krona 

SGD Singapore dollar 

THB Thai baht 

TRY Turkish lira 

TWD New Taiwan dollar

UAH Ukrainian Hryvnia 

USD US dollar 

UYU Uruguayan peso 

VND Vietnamese dong 

ZAR South African rand



ELK Studios

ELK is a small innovative casino game studio 
placed in the heart of Stockholm. We develop 
casino and lottery games with a focus on 
new devices. Currently all our games are 
developed for Mobile First! All our games are of 
course also available on desktop and tablets. 

Our games are developed and compiled in 
Sweden, and we use well known test centers 
such as Trisigma, Nmi and Gaming Associates 
to certify them. Once released, all games are 
operated by partners or operators who hold 
the license in each market.

Mobile First!

info@elk-studios.com

mailto:info@elk-studios.com?subject=Please,%20return%20to%20me%20with%20more%20information.



